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Abstract
Several classes of Piezo Actuators based on low voltages piezo ceramics have been developed by
CEDRAT TECHNOLOGIES in order to cover needs for long stroke, precise and/or fast positioning in
the fields of air & space applications. A specific class of Amplified Piezo Actuators, so called APA
has been patented, developed and qualified. Their applications concern subjects as various as
Scientific Instruments for Space payloads (Telescopes, Microscopes), Micro-Satellites Propulsion
Valves or Active flaps of Helicopter Blades.
These actuators offer large displacements (up to 1mm), large deformation (up to 3%), and large forces
(up to 1kN) while needing low Electrical power. They have been designed for withstanding large
external forces. Therefore they successfully pass all severe qualification tests they have been
submitted, such as launching vibration forces or centrifugal forces.
The object of this presentation is to review the piezoelectric actuators, especially the APAs and their
qualification results in the aforementioned air & space applications.

Introduction
Smart actuators and intelligent structures receive a considerable interest in the fields of Air & Space,
to realise new functions or more efficient functions than passive structures. In these fields, there are
needs for actuation means offering high mechanical energy density (product of stroke and force
divided by the mass), a low power consumption, a resistance to severe environment (such as
vibrations) as well as other case by case needs : High resolution (embedded active optics for cameras
and telescopes), fast response (active control of structures shape, active damping of vibration)…
Because Multilayer Piezo Ceramics for Actuators (MLAs) [1] offer many advantages compared to
other active materials [2], they are increasingly used in various smart actuator applications and
contribute to the development of the new field of intelligent structures [3] [4]. These materials which
derived from the high capacitors technology have been on the market since 1988. They offer an
expansion deformation roughly proportional to the voltage, up to about 0.1% (1µm/mm) at typically
150V. A stack of 100mm long (which is the maximum realistic length) and of 1cm2 in section
provides a free stroke of 100µm and a blocked force of about 3kN. Although usable in some cases,
such actuators are not suited to most applications because too small a stroke. In addition, as underlined
by ceramic manufacturers [5][6] the tensile strength of these ceramics is low. So this is a source of
failure in bending conditions, in vibration environment and in dynamic applications where high
transient stresses are met. At last, such stacks do not offer a very practical mechanical interface. For all
these reasons, in spite of their high energy density, the MLA ceramics are not really suitable, in their
raw form, for fulfilling the needs of Air & Space applications.
To overcome these limits, Cedrat Technologies has proposed different innovative concepts of piezo
actuators [7] and mechanisms meeting space and aircraft requirements. These actuators have been
selected by several European Air&Space organisations (CNES, ESA, ONERA…) to receive a support
for their development and they are available as products since 1998. Among these actuators, the
development of the Amplified Piezoelectric Actuators, so called APA, is achieved and they are used in
several air &space applications. These actuators cover a large range of displacements (up to 1mm) and
forces (up to 1kN) while needing low Electrical power. They have been designed for withstanding



large external forces. Therefore they successfully pass all severe qualification tests they have been
submitted, such as launching vibration forces or centrifugal forces. These actuators have been
developed initially for positioning control space optics but they are spreading widely in other
engineering fields such as the active damping and the control of shapes in aircraft.
The object of this paper is to review these actuators and their qualification results in the
aforementioned air & space applications.

Piezoelectric Actuators Technology

First of all, to overcome the tensile stress limit, the well-known solution consists in applying a
compressive prestress on the ceramic. This solution is used in all the at Cedrat Technologies, noting
that as an addition benefit, a compressive pre-stress improves the piezo deformation [8]. To offer a
practical mechanical interface and a protection, all these actuators are used encapsulated in a frame
(generally metallic). This frame offers end interfaces, such as threaded holes.
A first new efficient and low-cost solution is the Parallel Prestress actuator (PPA) [7] (Figure 1). In
these actuators, stacks are inserted into a mechanism providing an optimal compressive pre-stress
while being compliant for allowing the deformation. An external parallel frame applies the pre stress.
This frame acts as a spring made of several small shell arches, each one of them deforming in a
flextensional mode. It is close to one single shell structure while being more compact. Its design has
been performed according to ECSS standards [9] and specified derating. It allows for generating the
optimal pre-stress while being compliant. The ratio of piezo stack stiffness to the actuator stiffness is
about 95%, meaning that only 5% of the piezo stack force is used for getting the full stroke of the
actuator. As these actuators are lighter than the conventional ones and as there is no moving part, they
can be efficiently operated in dynamic conditions. This technology is in fact very close to that of the
Amplified Piezo Actuators APA described in the next part and takes benefit of their large heritage. For
example, the manufacture of the PPA frame is the same as the APA shell. Improvement provided by
this technology can be analyzed by comparing different actuators (Table 1) following the method and
using the data given by [10]. The actuator chosen as a reference for this comparison is the best low
voltage multilayered pre stressed piezo actuator according to [11]. The PPA actuator from Cedrat
Technologies shows significant improvement in terms of output energy per actuator mass or per
actuator volume, against this conventional technology. In terms of applications, PPA10Ms are used in
ROSETTA/MIDAS and PHARAO experiments. However this kind of actuator still offer limited
stroke (typically 100µm) and deformation (0,1%), leading to fewer applications than APAs.

Figure 1 - View of a parallel pre-stressed
actuator PPA10M



Table 1 - Comparison of different low voltage piezo actuators, where the method, the criteria
and the reference actuator are taken from [11].

Actuator names
P844.60 PPA90L APA120ML APA230L APA500L APA500L-

SV
APA750XL-

SV
Actuator type

LV stack LV act. LV act. LV act. LV act. LV act. LV act.
serial parallel external external external external external

pre stress pre stress leverage leverage leverage leverage leverage
Data Ref.

[11] [7] [7] [7] [7]

Actuator
Actuator Mass gr 204 147 155 275 200 170 600
Actuator Height cm 13.7 10.7 4.5 8.5 5.5 4.9 7.0
Actuator Volume cm3 43 43 36 74 48 41 91

No-load free displacement µm 90 90 120 236 500 560 1150
Stiffness N/µm 33 39 11.7 5.7 1.14 1.39 0.8
Blocked force N 2 970 3 510 1 400 1 345 570 778 920
Stored elastic energy J 0.134 0.158 0.084 0.159 0.143 0.218 0.529
Output elastic energy mJ 33 39 21 40 36 54 132

Performances ratio
Free deformation along active axe % 0.07 0.08 0.27 0.28 0.91 1.14 1.64
Output Energy / actuator volume J/dm3 0.78 0.91 0.59 0.54 0.74 1.31 1.45
Output Energy / actuator mass J/kg 0.16 0.27 0.14 0.14 0.18 0.32 0.22

To overcome the stroke and deformation limitation of PPAs, mechanically amplified piezo actuators,
the APAs [7], have been developed keeping in mind the needs for a prestress of the ceramic and for
practical mechanical interfaces, and aiming at robustness and good mechanical efficiency. Indeed
several internal or external leverage actuators exist in a large variety [3]. Such actuators offer larger
strokes than those of stacks but are naturally detriment to the force and robustness.
Internal leverage actuators (for example bimorphs) can achieve relatively high deformation, but they
have no pre-stress and do not use the best coupling mode of the ceramic. Consequently they are fragile
and offer very limited forces.
External leverage actuators combine a piezo stack with an amplification mechanism. Hydraulic
amplification is feasible but lead to bulky thermally-dependant devices. Mechanical amplification is
more usual and diverse. One kind of solution makes use of well-localized hinges for pivot function of
the amplification mechanism, which are either Hertzien contact pivot (ex. ball joint) or flexural hinges,
according to the manufacturer. However, such a Hertzien pivot is a source of loss of positioning
resolution or even failure because of stiction, wear and fragility to external vibrations, and therefore
elastic deformation structure should be preferred [12]. Flexural hinges can be the solution. However,
due to the reduced section and due to the high blocked force of the piezo ceramics, the stress level in
such pivots is very high and leads to fatigue effects limiting lifetime.
The Amplified Piezo Actuators (APAs) from [7] (Figure 2, Figure 3) are quite different and rely on a
flextensional deformation of a shell. The expansion of the active material acting along the shell long
axis produces an amplified contraction of the short axis. Note that the shell mechanism does not
present localized hinges. The electromechanical design has been performed using the ATILA FEM
software [13], which takes into account the 3D structure, the inertia effects, the strong anisotropy
piezo coupling, the dielectric ceramic properties and the losses. This tool has been used to find
adequate compromises between the static prestress and the electromechanical efficiency. Standard
actuators are defined following ECSS space norms.



Figure 2 - View of different series of standard
APAs (XS, S, M, ML, L)

Figure 3 - Finite element computation of an Amplified
Piezoactive Actuator; dotted lines = structure at rest; full

lines = structure deformed by the piezoelectric effect
(ATILA FEM result [14]).

The first advantages of APAs are their relatively high displacements combined with their large forces
and compact size along the active axis (shell short axis). Their deformation reaches 0.3% (30µm/cm)
to 5% (50µm/mm), to compare to the MLA deformation of 0.1% (1µm/mm). For example, on a 200V
range, the APA200M actuator produces free displacements up to 200µm and blocked forces up to 50N
along its short axis, which is only 17mm high. This corresponds to an apparent strain of more than
1,4% along the short (active) axis. Another advantage is the robustness of the actuators, and the ability
to withstand both transverse forces (because such forces do not produce flexure in the stack and are
entirely supported by the shell,) and transient forces (because the stack is pre stressed). This result has
been checked on a 6months life time test combining the APA200M and a switching power electronics
SP75 [7]. The actuator has been put in free-free mechanical conditions, leading to a mechanical
resonance frequency of 3.4kHz, in order to increase the number of cycles performed per second during
the test (600 cycles per second, so 1.6ms per cycle). The obtained response time for actuator full
stroke with limited overshoot was 200µs, which is less than 0.7 times the actuator resonance period.
This has been achieved with a good reproducibility and no failure all over the test time leading to a
total of 1010 cycles.
Other examples of stiffer amplified piezo actuators are given in table 1. Stacking several actuators,
using larger amplification or even building larger actuators has already permitted the achievement of
stroke higher than 1000µm. The high displacements of APAs combined with their high forces show
that these actuators achieve displacement amplifications of 2 to 10 with a good mechanical efficiency.
They achieve equivalent output energy to mass ratio as conventional stacked actuators (Table 1).
Other details such as design principle and performances are described in [7]. Their space qualification
is presented in detail by French Space Agency in [15]. It implies the assessment of features such as:
stroke, force, admittance, consumption, 6 dof stiffness matrix, ability to support external vibrations
and external forces, Corona effect and radiation, life time in Ultra Vaccum, thermal behaviour, out
gassing properties…
Specific versions of APAs may lead to quite other performances than standards, because their design
follows other rules than ECSS and benefits of advanced optimisation numerical tools. This is the case
of the APA500L-SV ONERA and the APA750XL-SV ONERA. These non-standard actuators have
been designed to meet specific requirements of ONERA (the French Aircraft Design Institute) for
various aircraft applications (see further in the paper). They present a much higher output energy
density.



Space Applications

Piezo stages
An innovating XYZ mechanism has been designed in 1999 and space qualified in 2000 for MIDAS
instrument of ROSETTA space mission under ESA/ESTEC contract. The function of this mechanism
is to ensure the scanning motion of an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) aiming at analyzing the dust
of Wirtanen comet. The specifications were a lightweight stiff stage able to produce a stroke in the
volume [0;+100µm] x [0;+100µm] x [0;+8µm] with a resolution better than 5nm.
At first, the engineering model (EM) of an XY stage has been designed and tested [16]. The design
work has been performed with ATILA and I-DEAS. It uses 8 APA placed in the X and Y directions to
provide the required strokes and acts also for the guiding functions, by forming a parallelogram.
Flexural hinges are used to decouple the X and Y axis. The construction takes benefit from the planar
structure. The shells and the central moving frame were made in one stainless steel part. This is an
advantage for the weight but also for reducing the assembling costs. In the Qualification Model (QM)
(Figure 4) a customised PPA10L controlled by strain gauges has been implemented on Z axis to
replace a too heavy standard direct piezo actuator. Two shape memory alloy (SMA) Actuators have
also been implemented for locking the moving frame of the stage during the launching vibrations. In
these conditions, this stage has passed the vibrations tests at the qualification level, which are higher
than usual values, as well as other tests, including a wide temperature range and latching tests [17].
This piezo mechanism is planned for a flight on ROSETTA on Jan.2003.

Figure 4 - View of the piezoelectric XYZ stage
qualified for the Rosetta/Midas instrument

(Flight Model)

Figure 5 - View of a new XY200M stage for
space applications

In spite of compliance with the ESA specifications, this mechanism revealed several weak points: The
locking mechanism renders long and expensive the qualification campaign. The thermal expansion of
the actuators was not compensated. In case of failure, the system is not centred.
To extend the range of application of this technology, a new XY piezo stage based has been developed
with improved performance and has been space qualified.
A concept based in a symmetric centred XY stage has therefore been selected (Figure 5). Two
amplified piezo actuators APA200Ms operate in a push–pull mode. It results that the non-energised
and energised 0 position are almost equal : this is important for failure consideration and degraded
behaviour.
Two kinds of position sensors have been implemented : strain gauges and capacitive sensors.
The general characteristics of the stage are: Mass: 300 gr, Dimensions: 100mm x 100mm x 22 mm,
Moving frame diameter: ~50mm.



The stage is driven and controlled with a dedicated electronics including: a DC/DC converter, two
channels including a linear AB amplifier, a Strain Gages conditioner, a filtered Proportional – Integral
controller. The stability of the closed loop is affected by the residual micro – vibrations. For a constant
order, the residual motion is observed on the capacitive sensors and a spectrum analyser. A residual
motion of 35 nm is read, so that a noise to signal ratio around 1 / 5000 is obtained. Finally, main
characteristics budget of what could be at the end considered as an on-the-shelf equipment is summed-
up hereafter. The translations along active X and Y axis are +/- 75µm (150µm in total). The parasitic
translation along perpendicular Z axis is less than 1.5µm. The parasitic rotations are less than 5µrad
along Z axis, and less than 50µrad along X or Y axis. The cross coupling is less than 2.5%. In closed
loop, the linearity error is less than 1% the total stroke while the stability was found better than 35nm
rms.
The stage was submitted to a qualification campaign including a sine and random vibration tests and a
shock test, Thermal Vacuum tests, a lifetime test consisting in 106 full cycles.
The stage has been submitted to sine and random vibrations (20grms) with a payload of 100gr. It has
passed this test without any locking mechanism. The Thermal Vacuum test consists in 8 cycles
between -25°C and 75°C. They demonstrate that the non powered stage remains centred in the whole
temperature range, so there is no thermal drift. Strokes were also measured and found symmetric.
Capacitive sensors seem to be preferable compared to strain gauges for their thermal stability. Strain
gauges are still a good solution provided the temperature range is not too high and offer a good
accuracy since the stage frame shields them.
This stage or stages deriving the same concept have been selected for other space applications such as
PICARD microsatellite for sun observation as well as for active optics of cameras embedded on
airplanes.

Tilt mechanism
A new double tilt mechanism so called DTT 35 XS has been developed by CEDRAT
TECHNOLOGIES with the CNES support considering different space applications. A first application
of this mechanism was found in the frame of PHARAO (the first space cold atomic clock, to be
operated on board of the ISS) but other applications can be found, such SILEX inter-link satellite
communication. This mechanism is based on two pairs of APA35XS, Amplified Piezo Actuators
displaying 35 µm of stroke each, arranged in cross configuration (Figure 6). The mechanism allows
both a deflection of +/- 2 mrad around the X and Y axis and a vertical displacement of 35 µm in the Z
direction. In order to achieve the two θx and θy deflections, each pair of APA35XS is electrically
driven in push pull configuration, so the device only requires two output channels from the standard
driving electronics LA75A-2 of CEDRAT TECHNOLOGIES. In the context of the PHARAO space
mission, a set of 10 mechanisms will be integrated by EADS-SODERN for the stability control of the
“optical molasses” near to the outlet of the Cesium atomic fountain. The DTT35XS will perform this
control by changing the angle of incidence of a laser beam in front of an optical fibre.
This new 3 dof piezo mechanism presents a high bandwidth (higher than 1 kHz) which can be useful
for precise and fast optical applications such like optical switches, laser cavity tuning and
spectrometry.

Figure 6 - DTT35XS for PHARAO space mission



6 dof mechanism
The space mechanism developed by BERTIN (Figure 7) [18] is another mechanism using APAs. This
6 dof mechanism is able to move a 3kg mirror for the secondary mirror of an earth observation
satellite, in order to compensate thermal deformation of the satellite structure. The first mode is above
150Hz in order to avoid the satellite micro-vibrations to excite the structure. This was possible by
choosing the APA120ML as a baseline. These actuators are stiff (<10N/µm) while offering a
reasonable stroke (120µm) while being compact (45mm height) and robust: This actuator has passed a
complete space qualification campaign. Their driving is performed using CEDRAT Linear Amplifiers
LA75A. The control was performed using capacitive sensors.

Figure 7 - 6 dof space mechanism for earth observation telescope

Active damping of vibrations of structures
New piezo actuators have been developed for positioning control space optics but they are spreading
widely in other engineering fields such as precise active damping and intelligent control of shapes
generation. Their ability for the control or active damping of vibrations has been successfully
demonstrated at the lab scale in space applications. In a first case, the piezo actuators were used for
both the control of launching vibrations and the positioning control in orbit of a telescope mirror [19].
In a second set of space applications, these piezo actuators have been integrated in space truss using
active tendons for control of micro vibrations, as detailed hereafter.
Free-floating space trusses are intended to hold interferometric equipments, which require a very high
positioning accuracy and a very low level of vibrations. These equipments find applications in IASI
instrument (Interféromètre Atmosphérique de Sondage dans l'Infrarouge) on METOP satellites and in
IRSI/DARWIN. Fine mechanical stability in a free-floating space truss is difficult to achieve because
this kind of structure is generally large. Consequently it is compliant, it possesses low frequency
modes and might be sensitive to thermo-mechanical deformations. A first technique of mechanical
control consists of replacing some truss bars by active bars, for example by piezo actuators as
performed in CASTOR experiments [20]. Another technique consists of adding actuated cables (active
tendon concept) between various points of the truss [21]. The advantage of this method is that the truss
mechanical properties (the modes base) are not modified and that the implementation of active tendons
can be performed at a later development stage of the truss. A demonstrator of an active tendon control
of a free-floating space truss was performed by Univ. Libre de Bruxelles in 1998. The truss is
representative of a scaled model of the JPL-Micro-Precision-Interferometer. High damping ratios of
the vibration modes were achieved. However, the initial active tendon mechanism relies on
conventional stack-type piezo actuators amplified by a heavy leverage mechanism based on ball
bearings. This system is both bulky, has a limited lifetime and is not compatible with space
requirements. A recent work initiated and co-ordinated by CEDRAT TECHNOLOGIES for
ESA/ESTEC has consisted in implementing Amplified Piezo Actuators (APAs), in the active tendon
control experiment of ULB and in testing the capabilities to actively damp the whole structure (Figure
8).



As a result, the use of the APAs in the active truss simplifies drastically the hardware implementation
of active tendon control system because it is a pulling actuator, while preserving the control
performances of the previous design (Figure 9). As the APA is still much stiffer than the cable, its
reduced stiffness compared to that of the stack-type piezo actuators does not deteriorate the control
performances. Furthermore, the high resistance of the APA to bending moments and transverse forces
allows removing the flexural hinges used in the previous design. This is important because, for
dynamic applications, these flexural hinges are usually the weak points during fatigue testing. In
conclusion, the integration of the APA actuators in the experimental truss provides satisfying
electromechanical functions with a mass gain of more than 20 on the previous state of the art.

Figure 8 - Space truss from ULB, integrating an
active control of vibrations based on tendons

actuated by APA100Ms

Figure 9 - Transfer functions of the truss
vibration, without control (non damped) and

with control (damped)

Similar advantages in terms of easy integration and high performances to mass ratios have been also
obtained when using Amplified Piezo Actuators in 6 degrees-of-freedom Steward platforms (Figure
10). This platform aims at realising the isolation of an scientific instrument from micro-vibrations.  In
applications, the base of the platform would be fixed on the satellite, which is submitted to micro-
vibration (due to the inertia flying wheel for instance) typically in the 50 to 150Hz range. The
instrument to be quiet is placed on the top of the platform. [22]. The transfer function of the loaded
platform with the control loop on shows up to 40dB vibration attenuation.

Figure 10 - Steward platform for isolation of vibrations



Proportional Valves
APAs are also expending in the field of fluid control applications, for example for making
Proportional Valves (Figure 11) and Injectors. In addition to the advantages of the APAs described
before, these applications take benefit of the fact that the APAs are pulling actuators. This is a key
advantage for making normally closed valves, as generally preferred for safety reasons. Piezo Injectors
based on APAs offer a very short response time, while being compact and potentially low cost. For
these reasons they are attractive for automotive applications [23]. Proportional piezo valves based on
APA make use of the APA fine resolution to offer a flow control proportional to the applied voltage
(Figure.12). The main functional properties of the valve are a diameter of 60 mm, a height of 70 mm
and a mass of 350 gr (to be optimised) and a flow range of 0 – 250 sccm @ 1 bar. Space applications
include the micro-thrusters control for propulsion of micro satellites [24] as for SMART2 mission.

Piezo valve 2 (S30P .25) - Flow Linearisation
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Aircraft Applications

Helicopter piezo-actuated flaps
A project called RPA (Actives Blade Rotor) was launched three years ago by ONERA, DLR and
EUROCOPTER to study the possible benefits of implementing active trailing edge flaps on a
helicopter main rotor [25, 26, 27]. The main objectives of this project carried out by ONERA (French
Aircraft Design Institute) are to decrease BVI noise in descent flight and improve the dynamic
behaviour of the rotor throughout the largest possible flight domain.
A large array of technical solutions to actuate the flaps was considered by ONERA during the design
phase : pressurised air, hydraulics, electric motors, and various smart materials configurations. The
specifications, notably in terms of actuation frequencies and due to the requirement of operating in the
rotating system, led to the selection of a solution based on smart materials. Existing commercial
actuators, such as those proposed by CEDRAT TECHNOLOGIES, as well as recently developed
prototypes such as that of University of Maryland [28] were selected for a comparison of performance.
Although the respective scales of University of Maryland and ONERA blade models are not directly
comparable, the energy to weight ratio clearly showed that the standard CEDRAT solution yields
significantly better results (see table 1 in [26] or table 2 in [25]). As a result, standard APAs from the
CEDRAT were selected. It has to be noted that when Onera performed its selection, they considered
the APA230L version of 1997 (Figure 13). Since this time, a new version of the APA230Ls was
developed by Cedrat offering much higher forces and energy density (see for example Table 1,
compared to table 1 of [26] or table 2 of [25]).



After a first phase dedicated to the design of the best flap configuration at scale 1, the second phase of
the project dealt with the design of a wind-tunnel scale model of a rotor equipped with active flaps.
Off-the-shelf piezoelectric actuators from CEDRAT TECHNOLOGIES were used together with a
specific ONERA patented flap-driving mechanism. Using a standard APA500L with 170V range, this
mechanism is able to produce a tilt motion of 9°. The maximum tested frequency was 80Hz,
corresponding to flap frequencies extending till 5-per-rev.
Centrifugation tests demonstrate the ability of the mechanism to produce the desired tilt motion with a
frequency varying up to 80Hz, and with a centrifugal force from 0 to 2000g. The aerodynamic testing
program included several Mach numbers (0.3, 0.45, 0.65, 0.8) and various airfoil angles of attack
(Figure 14). According to ONERA, it can be said that the behaviour of the flap system under
aerodynamic loads is satisfactory at low wind speeds, but that an improved pseudo-knee joints need to
implemented at both ends of the flap for getting a fully satisfying system behaviour at high wind
speed. From the APA point of view, one can conclude that these aircraft qualification tests have
successfully passed.
The transposition of the technical solution to full scale has been engaged by ONERA. For weight,
technical and cost reasons, a larger actuator, so called APA750XL. This specific actuator was defined
as an extrapolation of the APA500L with a scale factor 1.5. So it has been designed without
optimisation and then manufactured by CEDRAT using non standard piezo MLA (section 15mm x
15mm). Then it has been characterised (Table 1) before delivery to ONERA for application tests.
Several possible improvements have been identified among which the use of a composite shell for
reducing the mass and increasing again the energy density. This kind of work could be made by
CEDRAT using its optimisation tools and its know-how, following the same route as used to get the
APA500L-SV from the standard APA500L.

Figure 13 - Active flap system based on APAs Figure 14 - Active Flap on Bravo Rig for
centrifugal tests

Airplane piezo-actuated flap
Other similar applications of APAs are in progress in the field of aircraft. For example, the APA500L-
SV has been developed for ONERA for flap applications in the context of aerodynamic tests of
airplanes (Figure 15).

Figure 15 - Application of Active Flap in Aircraft aerodynamic tests [29]



Electro Hydrostatic Actuators (EHA)
Airplanes manufacturers such as AIRBUS also consider the trend for more Electrical aircraft. In this
context, piezo actuators are considered serious candidates for several functions [30]. In previous
examples, piezo actuators are used as direct drive of a flap, but this is not adequate for applications
requiring both large strokes (much larger than 1mm) and large force (much larger than 1kN). In this
case, hydraulic energy is still more realistic, noting it can benefit from the high energy density of piezo
actuators. For example the Electro Hydrostatic Actuators (EHA) is a concept based on an hydraulic
jack which is controlled by electric valves. It is anticipated by CEDRAT TECHNOLOGIES that the
usual solenoid valves can be replaced advantageously by fast lightweight control valves based on
APAs. For a similar stroke and force, the APA500L mass is about 10 times lighter than the usual
linear electromagnet used this application. The other advantage is a much smaller power consumption
(less than 0.5W instead of 50W) and a higher bandwidth. First experimental results have been
obtained providing the proof of concept (Figure 16). A normally closed piezo valve has been build
using an APA500L and taking advantage that it is a pulling actuator. At rest, this piezo valve is able to
withstand 220Bar without leakage. When powered, the APA500L produces on stroke of 460µm in the
valve piston, which leads to a flow rate of 2.5l/min. The maximal working pressure is presently of 100
bars. The maximal working frequency was 400 Hz, due to present power supply limitation.

Figure 16 - Piezo Hydraulic valve in test bench

Conclusion

Piezoelectric actuators are no more in their infancy. Amplified Piezo Actuators APA and Parallel
Prestress Actuators PPA from CEDRAT TECHNOLOGIES have been designed to meet requirements
of space applications. They present high output energy to mass ratio. Due to efficient prestress means,
they are able to withstand large external forces such as vibrations. They pass various life time tests,
thermal-vacuum tests, radiation tests … In addition they offer a low power consumption and short
time response. The concept can be declined from micro-actuators (u=35µm, F=20N, m=2gr) to large
actuators (u=1mm, F=1kN, m=0.6kg). Thanks to all these specifications, the applications of these
actuators, especially APAs, are expending in space both for payload (optical devices, instruments) and
for platform (propulsion valves). Benefiting from their space qualification and their high output energy
density, they also found a serious interest in aircraft, for direct-drive of flaps in helicopters and
airplanes mock-up, as well as for valves in Electro Hydraulic Actuators. First specific aircraft
qualifications such as wind tunnel and centrifugation being successful open large application fields in
aircraft.
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